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Electoral Rules and Fiscal Policy 
Outcomes
Jason Clemens, Taylor Jackson, Steve LaFleur, and Joel Emes1

Introduction

The federal Liberal government’s commitment to reform the nation’s cur-
rent electoral system in time for the next election has vaulted the issue of 
electoral reform to the forefront of public discourse (Liberal Party of Can-
ada, 2015: 27). While there are a number of political and electoral aspects 
of this policy change to consider, one area that has been ignored thus far is 
how electoral rules influence government policy, particularly fiscal policy. 
Changing the method by which a society elects its political representatives 
changes the incentives and power structure of the government, which in 
turn influences fiscal policies. 

The preponderance of empirical evidence clearly shows that moving 
towards a proportional electoral system would lead to higher govern-
ment spending and more deficits. Put simply, changing our electoral rules 
doesn’t just change the way we elect our political representatives; it could 
also fundamentally change basic government policy over time. 

The first part of this chapter provides some basic definitions and clari-
fies several terms that will be used throughout the book. The second sec-
tion provides an overview of the basic conceptual argument relating to 

1 The authors are all analysts with the Fraser Institute. Please see the end of this chapter 
for their full biographies.
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why electoral systems influence not only electoral outcomes but also fiscal 
policy. The third section reviews existing research on the relationship be-
tween electoral rules and fiscal policy outcomes with particular emphasis 
on government spending and fiscal balance (deficits/surpluses). The chap-
ter ends with a brief conclusion.

I. Terms and definitions

While covered in other chapters in this book, it is nonetheless important 
to define a number of key terms prior to reviewing the existing research on 
the relationship between electoral systems and fiscal policy. There are two 
broad areas of research within this sphere: governance and electoral rules. 
The former relates to the system of governance in place in a specific juris-
diction. These systems range from parliamentary, such as exists in Canada 
where there is no formal or constitutional separation of power between the 
executive and legislative branches of the government, to presidential sys-
tems, such as exist in the United States where the executive function (pres-
ident) is constitutionally separated from the legislative powers (Congress).

There is no proposal to change Canada’s governance system, so the fo-
cus of this chapter is on electoral rules.2 There are many different types of 
electoral systems, but they can be grouped into four basic types: 1) plural-
ity/majoritarian, 2) proportional representation, 3) mixed systems, and 4) 
other systems.

Plurality/majoritarian systems select their representatives based on the 
largest share of votes won in specific electoral districts. The winning can-
didate is not necessarily required to win a majority of the overall votes cast; 
a number of the plurality/majoritarian models rely on plurality voting, in 
other words, candidates are elected if they receive the highest percentage 
of votes in each electoral district (rather than an outright majority of all 
votes cast). Canada’s system of first-past-the-post (FPTP) is a plurality sys-

2  For an overview of existing electoral systems, see Reynolds, Reilly, and Ellis (2008), 
and O’Neal (1993). 
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tem. It is formally referred to as a single-member plurality system. Major-
ity systems are used when there is a desire to have the winning candidate 
receive an absolute majority of votes cast; such systems include the alter-
native vote (AV) or two-round system (TRS). 

The second category of electoral system is referred to as proportional 
representation (PR). These systems are designed to allocate elected repre-
sentatives in a way that is based on the proportion of votes received. Such 
systems require multi-member districts so that elected seats reflect the 
broad proportion of the votes that different parties received. There are two 
main types of PR systems: party list systems and the single transferable 
vote (STV).3 

Mixed systems use elements of plurality/majoritarian and PR systems. 
Other systems, meanwhile, are so diverse that they defy group classifica-
tion. For the purposes of this essay, we focus on the differences between 
plurality/majoritarian and PR systems.

II. Why electoral systems affect fiscal policy:  
A conceptual and empirical argument

The link between electoral rules and fiscal policy is often over-simplified, 
which leads to a misunderstanding regarding the linkage. Indeed, the link 

3  In addition to electoral formulas, economists Torsten Persson and Guido Tabellini 
also stress district magnitudes and ballot structures as influential aspects of electoral 
rules. “District magnitudes” is the number of legislators elected per voting district. This 
can range from a single-member district—as is currently the practice in Canada—to a 
single district for the whole country, such as is used in Israel, where all members of the 
Knesset are chosen by the entire electorate. “Ballot structures” refers to the specific 
manner in which citizens vote for their representatives. Ballots are structured in two 
common ways. Typically voters are either asked to vote for specific candidates (as they 
are in Canada), or to vote for a party list. While there are different ways that party lists 
can be structured, typically they are closed lists, meaning that the party determines the 
order of the candidates and then allocates the seats the party wins to members on the 
list in descending order. This means that if a party’s proportion of the vote share dictates 
that they receive nine seats, candidates one through nine on the list are elected, while 
candidates ten and below are excluded from the legislature.
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between the two is based on an intermediary effect: the number of politi-
cal parties elected.4 It is not a plurality/majoritarian or PR system per se 
that influences fiscal policy, but rather the incentives embedded within 
each that affect the number of political parties elected. In general terms, 
PR systems have a built-in incentive to elect more political parties, while 
plurality/majoritarian systems have incentives that lead to fewer parties.5

A substantial amount of research supports this general view. For in-
stance, Persson and his colleagues examined 40 parliamentary democra-
cies from 1960 to 1998 to assess the relationship between electoral rules 
and government spending. Part of their analysis looked at the difference 
between plurality/majoritarian and PR electoral systems, and whether 
they governed by coalition or majorities. They found that:

Compared to proportional rule, plurality/majoritarian rule is cor-
related with a less fragmented party system, a lower incidence of 
coalition government, and a higher incidence of single-party govern-
ments. (Persson, Roland, and Tabellini, 2007: 176)

The higher number of elected political parties in PR electoral systems 
leads to more coalition governments than is the case in plurality/majori-
tarian electoral systems. Persson and his associates note that 63 percent 
of the election results in plurality/majoritarian electoral systems over this 
period were governed by a single party compared with only 17 percent for 
countries with PR electoral systems (Persson, Roland, and Tabellini, 2007).

4  Funk and Gathmann (2010) argued that it isn’t proportional representation itself, but 
“the political consequences, in particular the more fragmented legislature, that generates 
more spending in proportional systems.” This suggests that moving from a majoritarian 
electoral system that typically results in majority governments to a proportional system 
would likely lead to more fragmented legislatures, which in turn would lead to higher 
spending.

5  It’s worthwhile to note that a number of studies have concluded that the emergence 
of additional parties under PR electoral systems is a strategic response by politicians 
aimed at capturing additional political influence and power rather than a response to 
voter demands or strategic voting by the electorate. Persson, Roland, and Tabellini (2007) 
and Riker (1982) give additional information.
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More recent data on elections in advanced industrial countries with 
different electoral systems provides further evidence to support the find-
ings of Persson and his colleagues that plurality/majoritarian systems are 
correlated with lower levels of party fragmentation and lower incidences 
of coalition government. Table 1 summarizes the key results for a selection 
of industrialized countries, specifically, the average number of parties, the 
percentage of elections resulting in coalition governments, and the aver-
age number of parties in coalitions based on election results between 2000 
and 2015. 

Figure 1 shows the average number of parties in the individual coun-
tries6 included in this analysis. From 2000 to 2015, plurality/majoritarian 
electoral systems had an average number of effective parliamentary par-
ties7 of 2.6 compared to 4.4 in PR systems8 (table 1 and figure 1). In other 

6  The authors categorized the advanced industrialized countries used in this analysis 
based on information available from the Inter-Parliamentary Union (n.d.) and Norwegian 
Centre for Research Data (n.d.) databases. 

7  The measure “effective parliamentary parties” is commonly used in comparative 
politics literature as a means for controlling for the effects of very small parties (for 
example a party that runs one candidate in one constituency) and parties that are 
unequal in size. The estimate is based on the seat share a party received in a given 
election. The estimator can be expressed as                     ,   where si is the seat share 
of the i-th party (see Lijphart, 1994).
8  While electing some members to their legislatures through majoritarian voting, 
both Spain and Switzerland have been included as PR countries since only two of 350 
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Table 1: Electoral Outcomes by Electoral System, 2000-2015

Plurality/Majoritarian PR

Average Number of Effective Parties 2.6 4.4

Percentage of Coalition Elections 15% 83%

Average Number of Coalition Parties 3.0 3.3

Sources:: Norwegian Centre for Research Data (n.d.); Holger Döring and Philip 
Manow (2016); Inter-Parliamentary Union (n.d.); authors calculations.
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Figure 1: Average Effective Number of Parliamentary 
Parties for Elections between 2000 and 2015

Sources: Norwegian Centre for Research Data (n.d.); Holger Döring and Philip Manow (2016); 

Inter-Parliamentary Union (n.d.); authors calculations.
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words, countries with PR electoral rules had over 70 percent more effec-
tive parliamentary parties, on average, than countries with plurality/ma-
joritarian election rules. Although Canada has one of the highest number 
of political parties in the plurality/majoritarian system, it is likely that the 
number would increase even more with a PR system.

In terms of coalition governments, in advanced industrialized coun-
tries with plurality/majoritarian electoral rules, only 15 percent of elec-
tions between 2000 and 20159 resulted in coalition governments (table 1). 
This result was heavily influenced by Australia, in which three out of five 
elections in the period resulted in coalition governments. It is worth not-
ing, however, that Australia does not have a first-past-the-post plurality 
electoral system, but rather an alternative vote majoritarian system. 

In countries with PR election systems, on the other hand, 83 percent of 
elections resulted in coalition governments. Put differently, countries with 
PR election rules were 5.4 times more likely to have coalition governments 
than countries with plurality/majoritarian election rules. 

Finally, the number of parties required to form coalition governments 
is higher in countries with PR election rules than in countries with plural-
ity/majoritarian systems. On average, there were 3.4 parties in the coali-
tions formed in countries with PR electoral rules compared to 3.0 par-
ties in coalitions formed in countries with plurality/majoritarian electoral 
rules (table 1).

The idea that PR electoral systems elect more parties to the legislatures 
is not a controversial statement10 since PR is designed to allow more of 
the smaller, vote-receiving parties to be elected than plurality/majoritarian 

members in the Spanish Congress of Deputies are chosen through majoritarian voting 
and only five out of 200 members in the Swiss National Council are elected through a 
majoritarian system. Elections on Italy were only included after 2005, when the country 
switched to a PR system.

9  Elections that resulted in another election due to the inability to form a government 
were not included in the analysis. 

10  To read more about PR electoral rules leading to more parties, see Rae, 1971; Taagepera 
and Shugart, 1989; and Lijphart, 1990.
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electoral systems.11 The link between these electoral rules and fiscal policy 
is referred to as a “common pool problem.” This key insight into the two 
electoral systems is often misunderstood and generally misrepresented in 
public debates.

Plurality/majoritarian systems provide the incentives for political par-
ties to form coalitions within their party. In other words, the parties and 
their platforms must be broad enough to bring in a number of constitu-
ency groups. An example of this is how major parties in most plurality/
majoritarian countries handle voters who are focused on the environment. 
The incentive for each party is to have a strong enough platform to attract 
environmentally-motivated voters so there is no need for a stand-alone, 
environmentally-focused political party. In this way, the costs of the co-
alitions are managed and incurred within the parties themselves. In the 
parlance of economics, the costs of the coalitions are largely internalized 
to the parties themselves.

PR systems, on the other hand, encourage the creation of stand-alone, 
single-issue, and regional parties. This means that instead of being part of a 
broader coalition within a single party, as is the case in plurality/majoritar-
ian electoral systems, smaller, single-issue parties proliferate in countries 
with PR electoral systems. Those smaller parties contest elections along-
side the larger, broader parties. Using the environmental example above, 
countries with PR systems tend to have single-issue environmental par-
ties, most notably the Green Party, elected and represented in their Par-
liaments.12 

A side effect of the incentives embedded within PR electoral systems is 
that they are far more likely to require coalitions to govern since it is signif-
icantly more difficult for them to secure a majority in an election. However, 
governing by coalition means that the costs of the coalition, which take 
the form of policies implemented in the government, are born not by the 

11  For a more fulsome discussion of the links between electoral rules and party structures 
(as well as coalitions) see Persson, Roland, and Tabellini (2007).

12  While the Canadian legislature does contain a Green Party MP, the party has only 
ever elected a single MP in a legislature of over three hundred members.
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party, as is the case with plurality/majoritarian systems, but by the broader 
public. Smaller, single-issue, and regional parties are able to exert propor-
tionally much more power in government under PR electoral systems than 
under plurality/majoritarian electoral systems because the larger parties 
need their elected members to form a governing coalition. This propor-
tionally greater power results in policies favoured by these smaller parties 
being enacted by government as a condition of the smaller parties’ support 
for the coalition in government. Indeed, one study of this dynamic showed 
that ministerial powers in coalition governments tended to be allocated to 
the parties with the strongest demonstrated preferences for those policy 
areas (Budge and Keman, 1990). The introduction of these policies by gov-
ernment imposes costs on the electorate.

While electoral rules do not necessarily affect fiscal policy directly, the 
intermediate effect of more fragmented legislatures creates the incentives 
for greater public spending, which is financed in part by greater deficits. 

III. Reviewing research on electoral systems and  
fiscal policy

This section summarizes the key research on the relationship between 
electoral rules (or electoral systems, as they are often called) and fiscal pol-
icy, specifically the size of government spending and fiscal balance (deficits 
versus surpluses). 

Size of government—Government spending
Given the nature of the differences between plurality/majoritarian and PR 
electoral systems and their influence on the number of parties in Parlia-
ment and the proclivity towards coalition governments, the key metric of 
how such differences affect fiscal policy is government spending.

In the countries discussed previously, there is a clear and observable 
relationship between electoral rules and government spending. Figure 2 
uses IMF data to illustrate the average level of central government spend-
ing from 2000 to 2014 in countries with plurality/majoritarian and PR 
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systems.13 Countries with PR electoral systems had average central gov-
ernment spending of 29.2 percent of GDP compared to 23.5 percent for 
countries with plurality/majoritarian election rules. In other words, as a 
share of the economy (GDP), central governments in countries with PR 
election rules were almost one-quarter (24.3 percent) larger than in coun-
tries with plurality/majoritarian election rules.

A number of academic studies have further developed the analysis of 
election rules and the size of government spending to account for other 
contributing factors that could affect government spending. Economists 
Yianos Kontopoulos and Roberto Perotti (1999) completed one of the first 
studies in this area. They examined the impact of government fragmenta-
tion (i.e., more parties and more coalitions) on fiscal policy in 20 OECD 
countries between 1960 and 1995. They found that government spending 
increased as the number of coalition parties increased and that this impact 
was stronger in recessions.14 Milesi-Ferretti and her colleagues, publishing in 
the prestigious Quarterly Journal of Economics, similarly found that PR was 
associated with higher government spending in a sample of 20 OECD coun-
tries15 between 1960 and 1995 (Milesi-Ferretti, Perotti, and Rostagno, 2002).

In their seminal 2003 book, The Economic Effect of Constitutions, Tor-
sten Persson and Guido Tabellini examined the impact of electoral rules 

13  Data on central government spending as a percentage of GDP come from the 
International Monetary Fund’s (2016) Government Finance Statistics (GFS) online data-
base. The sector used is “central government excluding social security funds” which, for 
example, coincides with the National Accounts presentation for the federal government 
in Canada’s Fiscal Reference Tables. The analysis was carried out on the same advanced 
industrialized countries discussed above for which we examined differences in the aver-
age number of parties and coalition governments. Countries were sorted into plural-
ity/majoritarian and PR categories based on information from the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union (n.d.) and Norwegian Centre for Research Data (n.d.). Consistent with the above 
analysis, Spain and Switzerland were included as countries with PR systems.

14  Specifically, at zero GDP growth, Kontipoulos and Perotti (1999) found an extra party 
in a coalition added 0.12 percent of GDP per year to aggregate expenditure, but this 
increased by 0.02 percent of GDP for every one percentage point drop in GDP growth.

15  The study also examined 20 Latin American countries, but the evidence for a cor-
relation between spending and electoral rules was weaker there than the relationship 
observed among OECD countries.
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Figure 2: 2000-2014 Average, Central 
Government Expense as a percent of GDP

Sources: IMF (2016); Norwegian Centre for Research Data (n.d.);  Inter-Parliamentary Union 

(n.d.); authors calculations.
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on government spending in 85 countries. Their research demonstrated 
that central government spending was 5.7 percent of GDP lower in coun-
tries with plurality/majoritarian compared to countries with elections held 
under proportional representation rules.16,17

Persson and Tabellini, along with their colleague Gerard Roland, fol-
lowed up on their previous work with more sophisticated analytical tech-
niques in a watershed essay that appeared in the Quarterly Journal of 
Political Science (Torsten, Roland, and Tabellini, 2007). The study’s conclu-
sions buttressed their previous work; they determined that a switch from 
a plurality/majoritarian electoral system to a PR system would result in 
an increase in government spending of between 5 and 6 percent of GDP. 
Indeed, Persson, Roland, and Tabellini included a rather strongly worded 
conclusion regarding electoral systems and government spending: 

… results strongly suggest that plurality/majoritarian elections indeed 
reduce public spending because they lead to a lower incidence of 
coalition governments. (Torsten, Roland, and Tabellini, 2007: 179)

16  Using another technique (two-stage least squares, or 2SLS), that did not yield signifi-
cant results, the authors note that, “The fact that the estimated effects remain negative, 
large, and not too distant from the OLS estimates, reassures us of the validity of our 
inference, despite the large standard errors.” 

17  A lengthy secondary literature has evaluated Persson and Tabellini’s work. Their find-
ings on the impact of electoral rules have consistently held up to scrutiny, though there 
has been some debate over whether they have established causality (Acemoglu, 2005; 
Voigt, 2011). Their hypotheses have also been tested using alternative datasets, most 
notably Blume et al. (2009) who extended their model from 85 to 116 countries, also 
finding a significant correlation between majoritarian systems and lower government 
expenditures. Voigt (2011) was also able to replicate their results with respect to the 
correlation between majoritarian electoral systems and government spending. Rockey 
(2012) examined Persson and Tabellini’s hypotheses using both their original dataset and 
the extended dataset of Blume et al., also finding that majoritarian systems are associated 
with lower spending and fewer deficits (though noting that the results do not hold for 
countries that became democracies after the early 1990s). Similarly, Caruso et al. (2015) 
also found that the results hold for countries with a high degree of institutionalization 
(such as Canada), but not for less established democracies.
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Finally, and more recently, Caruso and his colleagues examined Persson 
and Tabellini’s 2003 dataset and found that countries that held elections 
under plurality/majoritarian rules have central government expenditures 
that are 6.5 percent of GDP lower than countries that hold proportional 
representation elections.18

 In addition to the impact on the size of government spending, different 
electoral rules also appear to have an effect on the composition of gov-
ernment spending. Persson and Tabellini, for instance, found that moving 
from proportional to plurality/majoritarian electoral rules should lead to 
a 2 to 3 percent GDP decline in welfare spending (Persson and Tabellini, 
2001).

The study led by Milesi-Ferretti referred to previously also found that 
governments elected under proportional systems tend to spend more on 
transfers, whereas governments elected under plurality/majoritarian sys-
tems tend to purchase more goods and services (Milesi-Ferretti, Maria, Pe-
rotti and Rostagno, 2002). 

Fiscal balance—Deficits versus surpluses
A second fiscal policy linked with electoral rules is how the higher levels 
of government spending in countries with PR electoral rules are financed. 
There are only two options to finance additional government spending: 
raise taxes and/or incur larger deficits, the latter of which simply defers 
the payment of taxes into the future. The preponderance of the evidence 
suggests that PR electoral systems lead to higher deficits.

Using the same methodology employed in the previous analysis of elec-
tion rules and government spending, figure 3 illustrates the average deficit 

18  Caruso, Scartascini, and Tommasi (2015) defined institutionalization as the degree to 
which political power is exercised through “formal political arenas such as the legislature 
or the political party system.” Focusing on countries with high institutionalization, such 
as Canada, rather than on countries with low institutionalization is important, since the 
nuances of political arrangements are less salient in countries where political power can 
be exercised outside of formal legislative channels (i.e., where democratic institutions 
aren’t always respected).   Indeed, the authors found that using Persson and Tabellini’s 
database, they were able to replicate the results for countries with high institutionaliza-
tion, but the results were not significant for those with low institutionalization.
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or surplus for the central governments of various countries with either 
plurality/majoritarian or PR election rules between 2000 and 2014. The 
overall finding is that countries with PR election rules actually maintained 
lower average deficits (-1.5 percent of GDP) than countries with plurality/
majoritarian election rules (-2.0 percent of GDP). However, these results 
are inordinately influenced by Norway’s large surpluses (14.2 percent of 
GDP) over this period (Figure 3), which are largely a function of its in-
dependent sovereign fund.19 If Norway is removed from the analysis, the 
average deficit for PR countries increases to 2.2 percent of GDP, roughly 
10 percent higher than the average deficits for countries with plurality/ma-
joritarian election rules. 

A great deal of academic work has extended the analysis of election 
rules and fiscal balance to include other pertinent variables. Grilli, Masci-
andaro, and Tabellini, for instance, examined fiscal outcomes in 18 OECD 
countries between 1950 and 1989. They found that all but one of the coun-
tries with representational electoral systems20 had “unsustainable fiscal 
policies” (Grilli, Masciandaro, Tabellini, Malinvaud, and Pagano, 1991). 
They concluded that “representational democracies” were more likely to 
have public debt problems than countries relying on plurality/majoritarian 
electoral rules. 

In their 2003 book on this subject, Persson and Tabellini examined 85 
democracies between 1960 and 1998 and found that plurality/majoritar-
ian elections resulted in roughly 2 percent lower deficits than elections 
under proportional representation. In a subsequent paper that extended 
their work further, they concluded that increased spending under propor-
tional electoral systems is “financed by higher taxes and deficits in similar 
proportions” (Persson and Tabellini, 2004a).

As noted in the conceptual section of this chapter, coalition govern-
ments are much more likely to be formed under PR election rules than 

19  For information on Norway’s sovereign wealth fund, see Murphy and Clemens (2013). 

20  The authors grouped countries with five or fewer representatives per district as 
majoritarian, and those with more than five as representational. While the definition of 
majoritarian here is broader than the typical definition, it highlights that proportionality 
erodes the incentives for fiscal discipline.
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Figure 3: 2000-2014 Average, Central Government 
Net Operating Balance as a percent of GDP

Sources: IMF (2016); Norwegian Centre for Research Data (n.d.);  Inter-Parliamentary Union 

(n.d.); authors calculations.
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under plurality/majoritarian rules. Analyzes of the link between the type 
of election rules and the presence and severity of deficits has generally 
linked PR election rules to more frequent and larger deficits. For instance, 
noted economists Nouriel Roubini and Jeffrey Sachs analyzed the impact 
of minority governments in 15 industrialized democracies between 1961 
and 1985. They concluded that minority governments have 1.2 percent-
age points of additional budget deficits relative to majority governments 
(Roubini and Sachs, 1989). 

Alesina and Perotti provided further evidence for this concept in a 1995 
study. They examined fiscal adjustments in 20 OECD governments be-
tween 1960 and 1992 and found that “conflicts amongst coalition members 
and the fragility of coalition governments make it difficult to maintain a 
‘tough’ fiscal stance, particularly when politically sensitive programs, gov-
ernment employment and social security are involved.” They concluded 
that this rendered coalition governments “generally unable to carry out 
successful fiscal adjustments” (Alesina and Perotti, 1995: 24).

Similarly, scholars Kontopoulos and Perotti, referred to earlier, exam-
ined the impact of government fragmentation on budget deficits in 20 
OECD countries from 1960 to 1995. They found a significant positive cor-
relation between the number of parties within a governing coalition and 
public debt between 1984 and 1995 (Kontopoulos and Perotti, 1999).21 

They also found that in “bad times,” larger coalitions have more power-
ful negative effects. Specifically, they found that elections under propor-
tional representation tended to require coalition governments more fre-

21  The authors pointed out that the 1960s were characterized by “more or less stable 
growth and little fiscal action in most countries of the sample,” which likely explains why 
there was no correlation between electoral rules and deficits during that period. They 
also pointed out that the fiscal challenges during the 1970s were due to external shocks 
common to all countries, which meant that the “executive decision-making process” was 
most important for constraining spending growth. In the 1980s “the dividing line was 
between those countries that engaged in large discretionary consolidations and those 
that did not.” They argued that the number of coalition partners was a greater factor 
in the 1980s because “fiscal consolidation is largely political and requires a cohesive 
government” (Kontopoulos and Perotti, 1999: 91).
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quently than plurality/majoritarian systems, suggesting that moving to PR 
would lead to higher government expenditures and worse deficits during 
negative economic shocks. 

Finally, one of many studies on this issue by scholars Persson and Ta-
bellini also found evidence that the challenges governments elected under 
proportional systems have in balancing their budgets may linger beyond 
economic downturns. Specifically, they found evidence that the type of 
electoral rule is correlated with the reaction of government to economic 
shocks. In countries with PR electoral rules, spending as a share of GDP 
rises in recessions but does not decline in booms, while cyclical fluctua-
tions tend to have symmetric impacts on fiscal policy under other electoral 
systems (Persson and Tabellini, 2004a: 24–45).

The totality of the evidence strongly suggests that governments elected 
by proportional representation are more likely to run deficits than those 
elected through plurality/majoritarian systems. This is largely due to the 
increased likelihood of electing more parties that necessitate coalition 
governments. 

IV. Conclusion

There has been a great deal of research into the impact of electoral rules 
on fiscal policy over the last several decades. Many of these studies have 
focused on the relationship between electoral systems and public spending 
and deficits. 

The research shows that proportional electoral rules are linked with 
higher public spending than plurality/majoritarian systems. Moreover, the 
literature demonstrates a clear connection between proportional repre-
sentation and deficits. Finally, the literature suggests that more fractured a 
government is (with larger, unstable coalitions), the more difficult a time it 
will have responding to fiscal crises. 

The tendency of proportional electoral systems to elect minority govern-
ments is a serious consideration when weighing the benefits and costs of 
various electoral systems. Plurality/majoritarian electoral systems, by con-
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trast, typically elect majority governments. The literature clearly suggests 
that a move from our plurality/majoritarian electoral system to a propor-
tional system would likely increase both government spending and deficits.
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